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Short game shots in your golf game donâ€™t have to be complicatedâ€”unless youâ€™re getting all

kinds of conflicting information about technique and strategy. In The Wedge Book, Brandon

Stooksbury cuts through the confusion and provides you a clear, straightforward plan to build your

short game from the smallest bump-and-run to a 50-yard pitch shot. By using the same baseline

technique and adding specific elements for certain shots, youâ€™ll be able to take away the mystery

and indecision that can ruin a golf hole so easily. Stooksburyâ€™s advice has been proven in the

highest levels of competitive golf. And now, with The Wedge Bookâ€”and a month or so of

practiceâ€”you can take it to your course.
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I read the Short Game Solution by Siekmann, the A Swing by Leadbetter, and surprisingly, this one

is my favorite.I'd never heard of Brandon Stooksbury before, but the book is well thought out, and as

much as you can learn golf from a book... this actually improved my game. I'd recommend it.

This has changed may short game completely! The system explained in the book is exactly what I

need in order to dial in my wedge game. If you are (were) like me with no certain ability to choose

from a variety of shots to play from greenside to 100 yards out, this is the book that will change your



game. It will take a little practice to get comfortable and trust the system if you have built up bad

habits, but trust it. In just a few weeks with practice, the three methods taught in the book for short

game shots has completely granted me confidence from 100 yards in. So if you are having issues

with your short game or if you are pretty good but need something to depend upon regularly, this is

the book. Easy read, good photos and well worth the money.

After first reading this book, I gave it a five star review. Today was the first time I took it to the

course. Can I give it 8 stars? Single digits probably won't get much benefit. But for me, 73...15hcp, it

is a godsend. I now set up with a plan, chip, Hinge and hold, the toss shot, pick one and then

execute.

I have read many books on and a Abbott golf and use its many techniques. I particularly liked this

sort book a about the short game. I.liked some of the ideas given but some I don't like. As many golf

books on instruction don't take into account the differences I in each golfer. I know that that can not

be done in a book but should be mentioned in the text that this technique might not work for you.

Quick easy read, very informative and simple to learn. I've seen a lot of great YouTube videos all

showing different techniques which gets confusing. I'm sure they all work with practice but this book

teaches a simple and consistent way to chip and pitch while also comparing these techniques to the

way others do it and justifying why this is easier. Great read!

After being away from the game of golf for over 30 years, upon retirement two years ago, I returned

to it. My short game back in post college days was pretty good. However, I seemed to have lost the

skill for it over the years. After reading this book it all came back to me and then some. I have

played twice in the last week and applied many of the principles described in th?"e book and I, as

well as my golf friends, have been astonished of my improved game.Highly recommend this book

for those trying to figure out how to improve their short game!

Bought this book a few weeks ago and have alrready read it several times and practiced it as well. I

like the book and it seems that my short game is improving. However 2 things which are bor fully

clear to me.Adjusting the body when I change the handle forward or backwards. It is mentioned that

the hands should always be in front of the center of the body. Does this mean the ball position will

change or do I adjust my body in a way that the ball is still also in the center?Second thing which is



not absolutely clear to me is tha ball lie. If the ball sits down in the rough I still execute the sots the

same way as described or are further adjustments nee to be done?Otherwise a great book!

Brandon's down-to-earth approach to describing a plan for how to manage the under-100 yd shots

that instill immediate fear in me is totally refreshing! After reading this book and practicing Brandon's

techniques, I am now capable of visualizing the 'shot type'. From there, confidence is everything.

Thank you, Brandon for instilling these visuals and that confidence in me.
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